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Challenge
Consistent remote sites performance

Products
Eagle-i

Business Summary
Smart businesses require staff access to
business critical applications from any
location. Remote work access solutions
such as Citrix provide value, but without
correct monitoring in place, systems may
not be meeting performing expectations.
Remasys’ Eagle-i is the only monitoring
solution able to accurately measure
remote access performance for end users.
Delivered as a managed service by Remasys,
Eagle-i provides a unique capability
for remote access users and ensures
a return on investment for business.

Intro
Innovative technologies are making
telecommuting and virtual collaboration
easier and more effective than ever. More
and more businesses are becoming reliant
on Remote Working (or Remote Access)
Services such as Citrix Remote to allow
staff access to required workspaces and
applications, wherever they’re located.
Employees
now expect the same
functionality from a remote working
service as they’d achieve onsite. Whether
working from home or out on technical
field operations, staff working outside
the office environment aren’t permitted
to achieve less. When access fails, so does
productivity, creating major problems
for the business. IT support teams are
particularly impacted, lacking the correct
tools to diagnose and resolve remote
working issues and delays.

Standard monitoring approaches are failing remote virtualized solutions
Smart businesses want all employees to experience equal performance of required
platforms and systems, regardless of location. Remote Working systems are often
installed at huge expense, however measuring their performance can be extremely
challenging. Technical teams are often frustrated by their inability to validate or
quantify the difference in end user experience at each working location. This leads
to further challenges for staff and management.
The majority of monitoring solutions cannot provide an application view inside a
Citrix remote access (or similar) system. Most application performance monitoring
tools use an agent led, web-based approach, whether they incorporate a RUM (Real
User Monitoring) or synthetic method. Unfortunately, this approach is redundant
when faced with the functionality of a Citrix session virtualisation, during which
applications are streamed from a centralised location. Even when a monitoring
agent is placed within the application on the host server, it’s unable to measure
the quality of service experienced by the end user (i.e. the screen updates sent to
the user device by Citrix).
As a result, IT teams are often unable to quantify, understand or diagnose issues
raised by remote staff. When employees working from remote offices experience
difficulties accessing or using internal systems via remote desktops, businesses
suffer. Remote user productivity decreases, a pause in field operations and
the diversion of IT resources from revenue generating activities to system bug
resolution can all result.

Solution
Remasys’ monitoring experts work with businesses to understand their
critical user journeys. As a technology agnostic, agentless solution, our Eagle-i
monitoring service overcomes the weaknesses of agent-based solutions
to deliver effective monitoring of a Citrix remote access system. This is
achieved by using a ‘through the glass’, screen-based interaction with an
underlying system, similar in concept to Citrix’s virtual application delivery.
Eagle-i engages with the system as an end user would, enabling complex insights
into end user experience. Businesses also benefit from a deep understanding of
how their remote access systems are functioning across all employee locations
and the enterprise as a whole.
Critical user journeys, such as accessing ERP applications, are automated using
Eagle-i.
At scheduled intervals, 24 hours a day, these journeys are run, collecting
performance and availability metrics. This active monitoring approach allows
identification of issues before they affect the end user. This provides support
teams with valuable time to resolve issues before they generate detriment to
the business. In addition, Eagle-i provides visual evidence of issues, with video
recording of user journeys.

Rapid, Secure Deployment process
Eagle-i’s agentless methodology requires no code integration into core
applications. Set up of a typical Eagle-i Citrix monitoring involves:
Remote monitoring point (NUC) installation at remote location, utilising the
organisation’s SOE desktop
Automation of selected end-user journeys that utilise core organisational
applications, such as accessing ERP applications
Completion of testing 24/7 at 5 minute intervals, monitoring performance and
availability of systems
Results are delivered in a centralised, web-based GUI
Managed Service

About Us
Remasys develop and deliver software solutions that enable our customers to achieve
success. Over two decades, Remasys has supported businesses in achieving their goals
with our unique capabilities, all delivered by our expert Melbourne team as a managed
service. Customers utilising Remasys solutions receive true operational flexibility, as
our agentless systems architecture imposes no changes to a managed IT environment.
At Remasys we understand that success is built on confidence in your systems – be
sure.
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